Coronavirus: What’s Your Next Financial Move?

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10, 1 to 2 P.M.

How is the Coronavirus affecting economic activity, financial markets and more importantly ... your livelihood? Join SmartPath President Alok Deshpande to understand the current and potential implications of the pandemic on your money, what may still lie ahead (financially) and reasons for optimism going forward.

What Should I Do During These Uncertain Times?

TUESDAY, JULY 21, 1 to 2 P.M.

COVID-19 has created massive uncertainty for investors. With optimism about containing the pandemic fading, markets are reacting violently to the rapidly changing environment. Join SmartPath CEO Alok Deshpande to take a deep breath and find out what steps you should be taking.

Investing in the Age of Uncertainty

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1 to 2 P.M.

COVID-19 has created massive uncertainty for investors. With optimism about containing the pandemic fading, markets are reacting violently to the rapidly changing environment. Join SmartPath CEO Alok Deshpande to take a deep breath and find out what steps you should be taking.

Go to go.uab.edu/EACC-Calendar and select a date to register to stream session live via Zoom; archived sessions will be available in the Campus Learning System with a Blazer ID and password. For a complete schedule of SmartPath webinars, go to uab.edu/smartpath.